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In this paper, packet loss rate control of continuous multimedia communication system under heterogeneous environment by the wired and the wireless networks is presented and analyzed. In our suggested system, as channel
coding, FEC (Forward Error Correction) method with Reed-Solomon coding is introduced to reduce the packet
error rate on the wireless network.[1] In order to verify the functionality and the efficiency in our suggested system,
numerical simulation for packet loss on wireless network was carried out. As the result, packet loss could be improved by increase of the number of FEC redundant packet.
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本論文では，有線と無線が相互接続される環境において，双方向でリアルタイムに連続メディア転送を
可能とするため，パケットロス制御法を提案する．提案システムでは，特に無線ネットワークにおける
パケットロスを低減させる．そして，パケットロス率に応じて，その冗長度を動的に調整し許容値以下
に維持するために，Channel Coding として Reed-Solomon 符号を導入した前方誤り訂正(Forward Error Correcting)を導入する．本方式の有効性を示すために，プロトタイプに対するシミュレーションにより解析
を行い，性能評価を行ったので報告する．

1. Introduction
In recent years, various multimedia services like multimedia conference system, streaming video, and VOD
services have been realized by the development of the
high speed and broadband of networks. Not only the
present wired networks, such as Cupper-based LANs,
optical fiber networks, or CATV-based networks but also
wireless and mobile networks have been used to heterogeneous network environments where the bidirectional
multimedia communication is realized beyond the limits
of time and space. Then, the usage of the heterogeneous network by the wired and wireless networks makes
us to expect the realization of new applications like the
advanced traffic system, the disaster prevention system,
and the adhoc network system. However, the wireless
network has essential problems as follows:
1) network bandwidth is not sufficient.
2) packet delay is large
3) the bit error, namely packet error is high,
compared with wired networks. Those problems cause
difficulties for seamless communication through the
wired and wireless networks. As example, current popular wireless network such as IEEE 802.11b with 2.4GHz
and 11Mbps provides the packet loss by the bit error
over wireless and causes service quality degradation
when the communication distance is larger than a couple
of Km or obstacles are existed between communicating
stations. On the realtime bidirectional communication

by the audio/video, the delay and jitter on packet arrival
at the receiver make the realtime communication very
difficult, eventually conducts the service quality degradation. To avoid these problems, it is necessary to introduce end-to-end QoS (Quality of Services) guarantee
mechanism into the heterogeneous network environment.
Moreover, if the reliable protocol like TCP is applied,
the delay time due to retransmission for the lost packets
would be increased, eventually the realtime communication would become difficult.
In order to solve those problems, we introduce, a
new dynamic QoS control method based on the combination of channel coding and transcoding. As channel
coding, FEC (Forward Error Correction) with
Reed-Solomon coding is used while various transcoding
methods are used.[2][3]
First, our suggested system can dynamically control
the FEC redundancy to enable bidirectional realtime
video communication and to reduce the packet error rate
under the heterogeneous environment where the wired
and wireless networks are interconnected. The packet
error rate is periodically observed at the receiver side
and feed backed to the sender side when the error rate
varied. The number of redundant packets for error correction in the unit time is determined by observing
packet error rate and the desired packet error rate. The
FEC with Reed-Solomon coding is applied to both data
packets and redundant packets at the sender side and the
calculated packets are sent to the receiver side. The re-
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ceiver side recalculates whether the packet error happened or not. If packet error happened, then error correction process is executed. Thus, the length of FEC redundancy is dynamically controlled to maintain the actual
packet error rate at a constant on the end-to-end
communication.
Next, transcoding method as source coding is introduced to provide stable end-to-end multimedia service
quality between the wired and wireless networks.
Transcoding can control the required network throughput
even the FEC method generates additional redundant
packet transmission and increases the required communication bandwidth. The transcoding is executed by the
system functions by changing Q-factor, frame rate, color
depth and pixel resolution at the sender side, and transforming the video formats coding like from/to Motion
JPEG or MPEG-1, 2, 4. Here, the controls of Q-factor,
frame rate, and the transform of video format are
dynamically fitted by the corresponding to change the
network bandwidth and the user resources.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows.
The next section provides system configuration of interconnected wire and wireless networks. Section 3 introduces our suggested system architecture for QOS control
of realtime multimedia communication system. Section
4 explains various transcoding methods which are considered in this paper. Section 5 explains the error recovery method by FEC and it dynamic control. Section 6
deals with simulation and its results for a simple prototyped network system to verify the functionality and
performance of the suggested system. Finally section 7
presents the conclusions.

2. System Configuration
The multimedia communication services network
currently assumed in this paper is organized by integration of wireless network such as IEEE 802.11b (2.4GHz,
11Mbps) and the wired network based on an optical fiber,
as shown in Fig. 1. This interconnected network is constructed by fixed hosts (FH) like desktop typed personal
computers, and mobile hosts (MH) like notebook typed
personal computers.
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Fig. 1 The Heterogeneous Network by the Wired and
Wireless Networks
FH and MH have video cameras and video capturing
functions to facilitate realtime TV conference system or
net meetings. The wired and wireless networks are

interconnected by base stations (BS) which performs as
gateway functions. Therefore, FH and MH can communicate with each other in both directions by end-to-end
manner.
However, since the interconnected network is consisted of the wired network which is based on sufficient
resource environment and the wireless network which is
not, especially because of the higher packet error rate
due to the bit error rate on wireless environment, the
end-to-end audio/video communication services cause
service quality degradation. Therefore, when real time
bidirectional communication by the audio/video is implemented using the interconnected network, the quality
deterioration over audio/video streams due to the delay
and jitter on packet arrivals at the receiver make the
realtime communication very difficult. In order to solve
these problems, it is necessary to introduce novel functions to guarantee end-to-end QoS in audio/video communication system through the wired and the wireless
networks, as introduced in the next section.

3. System Architecture
The system architecture of our suggested video
communication system is based on the peer-to-peer
model and is organized by the media coordination system (MCS) [4][5] which consists of three layers, including the synchronization layer, the data transform layer,
and the media flow control layer between the application
layer and the transport layer in the OSI reference model
to realize end-to-end QoS guarantee as depicted in Fig
2.[6][7] The synchronization layer performs inter/intra
media synchronizations in between audio and video
frames. The media transform layer performs transcoding
functions including transformation of a video coding to
another one, such as from/to Motion JPEG to/from
MPEG-1, 2, 4, changing Q-factor, frame rate, color
depth and pixel resolution at the sender side. The controls of Q-factor, frame rate, and the transform of video
format are dynamically fitted according to change of the
user resource environment, such as CPU load and memory buffer occupancy. The media flow control layer
performs variable packet flow control and packet error
detection and correction functions according to dynamic
change of traffic load conditions of the computers and
networks resource environment.
MCS is furthermore vertically divided into four planes
such as the user plane, the QoS maintenance plane, the
control plane, and the stream management plane by referring ATM architecture and adopted QoS-A model of
Lancaster University [8]. In the user plane, synchronization function between different media, such as audio
and video streams, data transform function between different media attributes, media flow control for both constant and variable bit rate transmission for video/audio
streams are performed. In the control plane, connection
establishment/release of the media streams and QoS renegotiation are maintained. In the QoS maintenance
plane, each entity for video/audio services is responsible
for the fine-grained monitoring and maintenance of their
associated protocol entities. In the stream management
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plane, the most suitable QoS parameter values on each
protocol values on each protocol layer are determined
according to the user’s QoS requirements, characteristics
of the source media data, output device attributes, and
available computing and network resources.
In this research, it is especially important how MCS
deal with packet error by the rate of bit errors occurred
on the wireless networks, and performs new recovery
control functions in a media flow control layer. In order to realize the above functions, the packet error rate is
periodically measured at receiver side in the media flow
layer as follows.
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streams. That is, the video quality was transcoded by
the controlling Q-factor between wired and wireless
networks, depending on the host and network conditions.
Secondly, video frame rate is also controlled according
to the user’s requirement and resource conditions. In
case of Motion JPEG, any frames are simply
sub-sampled to adjust to the desired rate. In the case of
MPEG video which is consisted of a number of group of
pictures (GOP). Furthermore, one GOP is consisted of I,
B, P-pictures for inter-frame prediction and has mutual
relation to each video frame. It is obvious the priority
of I-picture is the highest and the priority of P-picture is
higher than the B-picture, because I-picture is required
to predict the P- and B-pictures and P-picture is required
to predict B-pictures. Therefore, when sub-sampling of
the MPEG frames is required, some of B-pictures are
sub-sampling first, then P-picture and finally I-picture
depending on the host and network load conditions.
Besides, the transform of video coding was adopted
among one coding to another such as Motion JPEG,
MPEG-1,2,4, H-261, -323 or Quicktime, etc.
By these transcoding, it is possible to maintain the traffic constant even if the FEC redundancy is increased or
the condition of network characteristics is changed.

5. Error Recovery by FEC

Fig. 2 System Architecture
If the packet error rate exceeds the permissible value,
the measured value would be feed back to the media
flow control layer of the sender side. Then the control
function to keep the packet error rate under the permissible value would be carried out by
1) changing the value Q factor (Compression rate)
2) changing the frame rate by sub-sampling the intermediate frames
3) changing the video coding scheme
4) changing the color depth
5) Changing the pixel resolution
Also, as mentioned in the following section, the increase of the number of the transmitted packets per unit
time between the data transform layers in both hosts by
FEC redundancy when the burst error in bit transmission
occurred can be kept constant by the same way during
video communication service.

In the environment where a certain amount of packet
error is allowed like this research, FEC is considered to
be the very effective method when focusing on the importance of a time-critical characteristic. Compared
with ARQ (the Automatic Repeat reQuest) which is a
method to repeat transmitting the error or lost packets,
FEC which carries the additional redundant data by the
error correction code has the smaller calculation time
during the recovery than the packet delay time by ARQ.
Reed-Solomon (RS) coding as the FEC code was introduced to the media flow control layer in our system architecture as indicated in Fig 3.

4. Transcoding
As mentioned in the previous section, the assumed
end-to-end communication was realized by the introduction of transcoding. As typical network environment,
wireless side doesn’t have sufficient resources like the
available bandwidth although the wired side does.
Here, in order to realize the seamless end-to-end communication, the control system of Q factor of intra frame,
frame rate control, and the transform of video coding
were introduced for our transcoding between wired and
wireless side.
Q-factor (Quality factor) is a number to generate
quantization tables for intra frame and determines the
degree of compression rate in M-JPEG and MPEG video
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Fig. 3 Reed Solomon Coding
When the number of the RS coding packets is set as
n and the data packets set as k in a unit time, RS coding
has the capability to correct n-k error packets when the
position of the bit error in a packet is known. When
many packet errors occur more than n-k pieces among n
packets, the error probability after RS coding and recovering processes can expressed as,
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Ε=

Video Format Coding
Frame Size
Color Depth
Average Compression Rate
Packet Size
Network Bandwidth
Observed Packet Error Rate
Compression Rate(Q-factor)
Frame Rate

n

∑ n Ci ei (1 − e) n−i

(1)

i = n − k +1

Here, e presents the rate of the packet error between
the transmitted and receipt hosts. Since k is known
value, E is determined by the value of n. If E is calculated for various cases of n in advance, target error rate
can be calculated. Thus the error recovery power of RS
coding is determined by n. Therefore, the packet error
rate can be kept within the admissible value below by
measuring e periodically, then calculating the E using
formula (1) for the measured e and various n, and by
feeding back the value of n which is equivalent to the
admissible error rate E.
Even though the unexpected packet error may randomly cause beyond the predefined packet error rate,
those packet error rate is periodically measured at the
receiver side and suitable length n of RS coding packets
can be calculated and dynamically feed back to the
sender side. Therefore, the dynamic redundancy controls for to maintain the packet error rate at constant can
be attained.

MotionJPEG
640x480
3bytes(Full Color)
1/18
1000 bytes
3.90Mbps(for 1/18)
0.01～0.1
1/5～1/40
1～30fps

Table 1 The Numerical Values of Video Source
Video Format Coding
Based on those parameters, the result of the video
frame rate after the error correction by changing redundant packet (n-k) for FEC is shown in figure 5 - 10 to the
media packet k around unit time. As shown in Fig.5,
when the packet error rate in the network is e = 0.01
without adding a FEC redundant packet (n-k), the influenced the video frame was around 40%. However, by
increasing the FEC redundant packet, the effective frame
rate was decreased under 1% below.
case Network Error Rate e = 1.0E-02

6. Simulation

100.00%
influenced frame rate

In order to verify the validity and practicality of a video
data communications system which is proposed by this
research, performance evaluation was performed by
simulating wireless environment. The prototyped system
of this simulation is shown as Fig 4.
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Fig.4 Prototype for simulation
100Mbps Ethernet was used as the wired network and
IEEE802.11b wireless LAN(2.4GHz, DS-SS, 11Mbps)
was used as the wireless network. Then, the real time
video data by MotionJPEG(average compression rate =
1/18) of 640x480x10fps was transmitted to each other.
The numerical values of video source are shown in Table
1.
The media packets K = 50 and FEC (n-k) packets were
set into variable length from 0 to 10 under these conditions. And we evaluated the rate of affected video frame
rate and packet error rate by changing a FEC packet
(n-k) according to wireless LAN environment and decryption processing.

Fig.5 Simulation Result (1)
On the otherhand, as shown in Fig6. The packet loss
rate could be reduced from 1% to under 0.1(%) by increasing FEC packets.
case Network Error Rate e = 1.0E-02
1.0E+00
Packet Error Rate(PER)
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Fig.6 Simulation Result (1)
As show in Fig.7, when the packet error rate generated
in the network is e = 0.05 without a FEC redundant
packet (n-k), the influenced frame rate was around 95%.
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The packet loss could be also improved under 0.01 as
shown in Fig.10.
case Network Error Rate e = 1.0E-01

Packet Error Rate(PER)

In this case, where the number of FEC redundant packets is 2, more 50% of frames were influenced. However,
when eight or more FEC redundant packets are added,
the influenced frame could be reduced less than 1%. As
shown in Fig.8, the packet loss could be also improved
under 0.001 as the numbers of the redundant packets are
increased more than 8.
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Fig.10 Simulation Result (3)
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As result, the packet error rate can be reduced by increasing the number of FEC redundant packets. Thus,
the packet error rate in a network becomes high shows
that it is possible to suppress lack of a media frame.

After corrected

Fig.7 Simulation Result (2)

Next, we evaluated the case where the packet loss rate
was periodically changed, namely, 2% of the continuous
packet loss rate during 500 video frames, then changed
to 10% during next 50 video frames. Those changes
were repeated during totally 550 video frames. In order
to recover from this packet loss rate, we introduced the
algorithm in which the number of FEC packets we controlled depending on the packet loss rate. Fig.8 shows
the suggested FEC Packet Control Algorithm.
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Fig.8 Simulation Result (2)
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packets
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Furthermore, as shown in Fig.9 when the rate of a
packet error rate was e = 0.1 without a FEC redundant
packet (n-k), the 100% of the frames were influenced by
the packet error or loss. When ten FEC redundant packets were the influenced frame could be reduced under
2.2%.
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Fig.8 FEC Packet Control Algorithm
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The result of this simulation is shown in Fig.9 and
Fig.10. In this simulation, both packet loss rate and
frame rate were recorded and averaged in 100 frames.

Fig.9 Simulation Result (3)
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Fig.9 Simulation Result (5)
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From the simulation result, the rate of a packet error
was also changed depending on the influence of network
change of a situation. However, packet loss rate could be
suppressed under E=1.0-02 ever their loss rate varied in
time during simulation.
Next, Fig.10 shows the influenced video frame rate before and after FEC packets are added.
From those results, the packet loss rate and influenced
frame could be suppressed under the target rate, by controlling the number of FEC packet depending on the
influence of network condition.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced packet loss control method
using FEC in addition to the transcoding function for
continuous media transmission on the heterogeneous
environment by combination of wired and wireless network. The performance evaluation of the packet loss
control function for actual video source under noisy
transmission was carried out using the simulation environment. Through this simulation, we could verify that
the packet loss rate and eventually the number of the
influenced frame could be reduced and improved as increasing the number of the FEC redundant packet. In the
actual wireless communication environment, the packet
loss rate can be controlled by observed the actual rate at
the receiver side and feed-backed to the sender side and
changing the FEC redundancy. Currently we are implementing this method for the communication system on
the disaster information network.
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